In this essay presents a critical understanding about immigrant way of living in a new country. Russia as a country with the big geographical aspect that also become a house for immigrant have their own special way to handle the immigrant. How the immigrant can socialize with the new environment and the issue facing for them as the newcomer in one society, how they get a proper job and how the culture difference influences their daily life will get analysed in this paper. This research is conducted in Russia and use a qualitative research method such as interviewing, data analysis, graph, table, book, journal, article, newspaper and news to answer the research question. This research will give the contribution how the issue of immigrant influences the life of native people, how they contribute to the society and how the Russian government policy dealt with the negative stereotype about immigrant in Russia then how we would help immigrants thrive, these are the question that this research will help to answer.
Introduction
Immigrant, a lot of perception about this term, and this term become so famous in the recent days. There are a lot of terms for the immigrant definition itself such as refugees, asylum seeker, regular migrants and forced migrant. But for this research we will focus on the refugees and forced migrant issue. Forced immigrant here they come because of the economical reason or because of the crisis I their own country. Many countries now have their own policy to handle the immigrant, people more concern with the fact that this country supports immigrant or not especially for those who come not because of their own choice but because something bad happens in their own country. Immigrant, they do not have a choice to move or not. This is what we called forced immigrant or even refugees. Later many of them will be an asylum seeker because they do not want to be back in their country because of the political issue and their background so they try to get protection by the government from another country because they know that their own country cannot protect them.
In Russia or even in many countries they do not have issue with regular migrant because they come with the document permission to come and mostly, they already have the regular jobs and do not have any issue to stay in other country for a long time. Refugees happen to have the internal conflict happens in their country, so they must move to survive and looking for the better life. It is not their choice to move so sometimes the immigrant does not have time to prepare everything to survive in a new country. Mostly the immigrant also does not move alone but bring their whole family, it is not an easy job to provide for yourself, and it is even more difficult to provide for a whole family more than 4-6 people. How Russia acts towards immigrants and the Russian perception regarding the immigrant and how the contribution of an immigrant in Russia towards the development of Russia itself.
When talking about immigrant, many types of immigrant live in another country, for example, temporary labour migrants, highly skilled and business migrants, irregular migrants, forced migration, family members, return migrants. Even legal and illegal immigrant is also very difficult to make the difference, sometimes they come only to get a job without a proper legal document and the other part of immigrants comes to Russia because of the domestic conflict happened in their country so they come in a rush without a proper legal document also.
The immigrant also divides because of their reason for coming to the new country. For example, because of the conflict in the borders or because of the domestic terrors that happens in the country. The crisis of immigrant reaches a peak when the Syrian immigrant crosses the border and make European government must work hard to facilitate the pressure population of an immigrant. For the immigrant that come to a new country only to get a proper life regarding their economic aspects, they have time to prepare their legal documents to stay in a new country and, they have time to prepare their language ability. But for the immigrant that comes because they do not have anywhere else to stay because of the terror happen in their own country, mostly they do not have time to prepare everything. They just come without knowing anything even the environment of the country then the language becomes the most barriers they are facing because they cannot speak or socialize with people. For former Soviet Union countries mostly, they do not have any difficulties because they speak the same language but for the other countries, they are facing difficulty.
Russia Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan because it is just closed with their own country and they use the same language, so the language barriers will not be a problem for them. They just come to work here and send back the money to their home. That is also the reason that people said if you see the workers in Russia but looks like the mix of Asia or China and have different features of the face with local Russia it must be from the Central Asia countries. They come for work because they believe in Russia they will have the better jobs compare with their own country.
Migration is a crucial factor in the erosion of traditional boundaries between languages, cultures, ethnic group, and nationstates. Even those who do not migrate are affected by movements of people in or out of their communities, and by the resulting changes. Migration is not a single act of crossing a border, but rather a lifelong process that affects all aspects of the lives of those involved.
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The Methodology
The intended research method would be twofold namely qualitative and case study method. The reason to use the qualitative approach is to make sure the main research problem would be ascertained. The main research problem here to explain how the immigrant lives in Russia especially refugees and forced immigrant, the contribution to the society and what barriers they are facing to live in a new country and how the policy of the government help them to survive in Russia. The image towards the refugee from the local people in one area, and how they can survive will get analysed in this paper.
The research problem will be also answered by collecting data, interviews, content of analysis documents; this will try to focus on understanding and explaining the meaning of a social phenomenon, happening inside the country, particularly in immigrant issue. The interview process will be the main process of these research methods because the author lives in Russia and interview mostly the people that get the impact from the immigrant and people that work in NGO that focused to handle immigrant such as MPC Social Services Moscow. MPC Social Services provides food assistance, medical care, education, and economic empowerment to poor and marginalized people in Moscow.
The methodology the author uses also to analyse the impact of the immigrants in Russia and in what capacity they can help the society. Finally, by analysing all collected data, summarize and prepare the crucial recommendation and contributing the main points to improve the government policy towards immigrant.
Result and Discussion
According to UN Population Division estimates, as of 2013, the Russian Federation was second after United States for the number of the immigrant. Many of the immigrants coming to Russia can earn much higher wages than they could in their home countries. While life for the average labour migrant in Russia is hard, to say the least, the conditions they leave behind are almost always much worse. If there are no jobs in your town in Uzbekistan or Kyrgyzstan (which are among the major sending countries according to both UN and Russian official statistics), trying your luck in Russia is likely your best option.
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The geographical reason, same culture, same language and work permit it is not so difficult for them to get it from Russia.
The figure below shows the migration flows to and from Russia until 2015, the immigration net level reaches a peak in 1994. It became possible due to the immigration growth, and the reduction of emigration. The domestic situation in Russia since the world war give unstable situation for people that need to stay in Russia or to move to another country. But since 1991 not many Russian people want to move to another country because it always shows the reduction of the percentage in emigration level, only until 2011 it shows a stable increase for the level. A lot of immigrant in Russia, there is also one of the reasons the civil society want to help the immigrant to survive in Russia. The author joins one of the NGO in Moscow call MPC Social Service which helps the needs of the community, the poor and marginalized in Moscow that is living in Russia without a supportive social network to ensure safety, security, and health. Russian pensioners, single mothers, immigrants, and refugees receive care including access to food, medical consultation, clothing, and shelter. Currently, our community includes Russian, Afghans, and Africans (ranging from Nigeria to Madagascar) and speaks as many languages, including English, Russian, French and Spain.
As the main mission to help people especially the people without a social network like immigrants that is why beside food and health care. The volunteer also helps to teach them Russian language, so they can work here without face the difficulty in the communication process because this is the main requirements for people to work here. If we see the percentage mostly the immigrants come from African and mostly they can speak French so in this NGO many voluntary also can speak France, so they will be able to speak with the immigrants easily.
Many of the immigrants the author interviewed especially people from the ex Uni Soviet countries like Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan which is put a lot of high number of their people who live in Russia and African countries like Nigeria or Ghana, mostly they said because they need to have better jobs and income compare if they work in their own country so they can send the money back to their family in their home countries. That is also the reason why mostly immigrant in Russia come from those countries, they mostly work in the labour jobs or be a waiter and cleaning services here in Russia especially Moscow.
If we can see from the countries aspect like which countries dominated mostly the population in Russia, Central Asia countries still dominated the immigration level in Russia, many people from ex-Soviet Union countries work in Russia because of the economic and geographical reason. Every year immigrant from the ex-Soviet Union countries comes to work and work in the labour sector in Russia. Period, 1991 Period, -2015 Note: Green represents positive net migration, while red represents negative net migration. Estimates of overall net migration vary based on methodology, with another estimate based on the demographic balance method placing the figure at 9 million from 1991 to 2015.
Source: For data since 1997, see Rosstat, "International Migration," updated July 8, 2016, available online (in Russian); data prior to 1997 from unpublished reports obtained by the authors from Rosstat and the former Federal Migration Service of Russia (now the Directorate General on Migration Issues in the Ministry of Interior) on Olga Chudinovskikh and Mikhail Denisenko (2017) "Russia: A migration System with Soviet Roots" on 18 May 2017 available at https://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/russia-migration-system-sovietroots
Many of the migrants tend to come and go and it is just the daily situation in a country, in general, they are not likely to be the doctors, programmers and other whitecollar workers who are welcomed to the U.S. and developed Europe. Still, their efforts help keeps their home countries afloat. Ukraine has 4.4 million migrant workers in the rest of Europe, most of them in Russia, according to IFAD. It receives $7.6 billion a year in remittances from them. Belarus, Moldova, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan are all dependent on the money their citizens send home from Russia. 6 Vladimir Kozlov (Associated Professor department of demography in National Research University Higher School of Economics) state that "even immigrant find difficulty to live in Russia because not many immigrants come here with good skill and they are still facing the difficulties with the local people to find the jobs. That why not all people got an excellent job and just be a waiter, cleaning services or any other lowincome jobs. How do immigrants help Russia and vice versa? Selective immigration policies are obviously an issue, but there are efforts to help migrants who have not come in through these selective policies. Russian language programs help immigrants overcome language barriers and find jobs in Russia. Russia also increasingly has many charitable organizations that help immigrants. Of course, since we do not have rapid economic growth and we are not as big a destination for immigrants as other countries like Germany or the UK, the immigrant issue is not too big. Nevertheless, we're working to make Russia a safe place for immigrants". 7 Migrants want the same opportunities as local people, but when they put their children in local schools, discrimination becomes a big issue. If migrant's children could feel like they are Russians and get properly socialized at Russian schools, then the immigrant discrimination issue could get solved and the The stereotype that Russia is a dangerous country also overshadows how welcoming Russia can be to immigrants. But, this isn't a big issue if immigrants want to get a job here. There is some issue regarding the discrimination towards immigrants in Russia, how they must survive in the new place, culture, and the situation will always be the hot issues of immigrants. Moscow Protestant Chaplaincy's (MPC) Task Force Against Racism has documented reports of attacks and harassment among the African community during the first half of 2016. Through interviews with 42 people of colour, the Task Force documented 20 incidents of harassment, 12 incidents of harassment by police, and 7 racially motivated attacks.
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Despite about what happened regarding the racism issue in Russia still do not make immigrant to leave the country because Russia still a safe place to live in based on the immigrant perspective compare with other country. As their military and security are among the best in the world, the paradigm of people that is Russian is dangerous country and their people are not nice only an issue and it is depend on yourself, they are not good in the first impression but if you know them very well actually, they are very welcome for the foreigner or immigrant. The problem only about illegal immigrants, not all immigrant come to Russia is legal they are come without any proper documents and without any skill to survive so the policy in Russia tries to take them back home.
On the recent years, Russian police officers launched a no-nonsense crackdown on suspected illegals working on stalls in a market, more than 1,000 suspected illegals, mostly from Central Asia and former Soviet states such as Belarus and Kazakhstan become a target of the polices. Relative to 2015, respondents reported less racially motivated harassment and violence in the first half of 2016 than in previous years. For example, in 2015, 67% reported harassment and 54% physical violence, whereas 48% reported harassment and 17% reported violence in this survey period in 2016. Institutional harassment often takes the form of targeting by the police. In the first half of 2016, 29% of re spenders reported being stopped by the police, 50% of whom paid a bribe to leave.
9 This looks like the policy specially targeting immigrant. After this issue becomes hot in the national television, the image of immigrant become worse and native people have the mind-set that the criminal action happened near the immigrant the suspect will obviously is the immigrant, but actually if we see in the broader perspective actually the immigrant is the victim here.
Many report the same story: the police stop you, ask for your documents and if you do not have documents, they will take your money. Refugees waiting for official status might live in such a state for years. Narrative reports of these and other encounters with racism in Moscow shed further light on the difficulties of life in Moscow for people of colour. Stereotypes regarding people of colour are still bad, because for their perception people from another country bring a lot of negative impact Spread-eagled against the wall and marched off single-file: How Russia deals with illegal immigrants. Retrieved from: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2381878/How-Russia-deals-illegalimmigrants.html#ixzz4MMCs55N9 in the country. They are afraid of the criminal things done by the immigrant; that people without a proper document will get a harsh punishment by the police officer.
As a human being, we believe that we need to help each other and try to understand each other problem, even you do not want to help just do not do something that will cause a problem to the immigrants. The racism issue will be the immigrant real problem that is why we are in the MPC social services, one of the NGO that focused in provides food assistance, medical care, education, and economic empowerment to poor and marginalized people in Moscow especially refugees. MPC social services try hard to monitoring and educate people especially young people in Russia that we need an open heart to welcome an immigrant and they have the rights also to live here if they are not illegal and get permission from the government.
Imanni Burg as Executive Director at MPC Social Services said that very clear that "Immigrant contributed a lot of the society for example in the jobs because Russia needs a lot of people in the construction sector done by immigrant especially Tajikistan. An immigrant in Russia mostly help for the jobs in the construction or become a labour and its really help the economic sector in Russia. We must care about immigrant also because they also contributed to the economic sector of Russia, that is why many politician, government, elites now give their support to the program that help immigrant, it must be continuing program, not only give jobs and it is stop but also give the training, teach them and make sure that the immigrant children do not face any racism in their school because it will influence their psychology". That is why we need to help immigrant, so the impact will be vice versa, and they also will not encounter any problem in the future. Language barriers as the most important aspect of the communication with the local people will help them also in doing their work and for make Russian people easier to understand the immigrant.
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It is not so many immigrants cause a problem in society, it is just happening that they have a lack of the support from people coming to the society if they do not have chance to learn the language and have some misunderstanding because of the language it will give them not a lot of chance to give their contribution in the society. The understanding of the language in their native country will help them get out of their entire problem and the immigrant can face the conflict happen like racism if people will not mistreat them because of their title as the immigrant.
For a couple of decades, immigration has been contributing to the labour force in many countries in Europe and it is also happen in Russia. MPC social services, for example, help them for training and give a free lesson for a language course, give the medical treatment, food and help their kids to socialize in the school. That is kind of help will help them so much to improve their skill and survive here in Russia. Language is the most barrier that immigrant face because mostly when they decide to come here some because of the situation in their own country and they did not have much time to learn the language so when they are coming here it will be the most difficult part for them to get the job and understand the native language.
Another big issue most immigrants who live here is live far away with the native Russian which faces the standard life and they mostly live in the suburban to get the cheap price for a place and it is so difficult for them 10 Interviewed Imanni Burg as executive director in MPC Social Services Center Moscow as one of the collected data methodologies to understand the situation in the city and to socialize with the condition. The government could do more to make sure that immigrant have the good chance to fighting like anybody else. Young people can set the example for other people to follow that they are welcoming the immigrants, so they will not treat them that they are different.
Russia government never said that they will help immigrant and have special policy towards them because it is very hard to control the entire immigrant who come to Russia especially immigrant from the conflicting countries. For example, Syrian refugees, Russia blame Western powers for Europe's migration crisis. In 2015, Russia only granted asylum to only two Syrian.
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Conclusion
Russian public and the elites were quite surprise when in the news the media stated that Russia has become an immigration country. The government policy shows still inconsistency towards the policy, people still wonder which position Russian holds, it is really banning the immigrant or give permission for them to live in Russia. If Russia want to be a country that give permission to all the immigrant to have comfortable life to live in Russia, they need to change their policy for the immigrant procedure to move to become more easy and try to stop the police to always asking question for the immigrants in the street, it makes them uncomfortable to live in Russia.
Abstracting from lower participation rates, immigration increases the labour force of the receiving country. This growth of labour supply affects average wages in the economy if other factors of production like capital are fixed due to changes in relative scarcities. The nature of the migration will impact education levels, ages, and tenures of immigrants, and consequently their probable assimilation. When migrants have the power to choose, the nature of the migration will also impact the host country selected.
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Immigrant and the native people must understand this situation so they can live together without any violence, the discrimination towards immigrant must stop and not only the government have responsibility for this issue but all people must understand that if they do not want to help the immigrant just do not disturb them because they have the rights to live in any country if they bring all the legal documents and can work here without creating any critical issue.
The government have a legal law to force the immigrant to follow the regulation done by the country and its the difficulty for the immigrant also to survive for not have the legal documents to stay. Work permit becomes a huge barrier for the immigrant because for survive they need to work but sometimes the administration and requirements are so one side with the immigrant.
Countries like Canada, Finlandia, Switzerland are the most countries in Europe that welcome all immigrant to live there, if we can see in the positive side, the countries that have a less population and they do not have many people work as a labour, waiters or work in a factory. Immigrant help them with this issue, so the balance work can accommodate easily, the educated people in those countries will do not want to work as a labour, they want to work with the proper jobs and high position or maybe work in the government and work as a businessman.
The legal immigrant will face an easy work life compare than the illegal immigrant, work permit issue is still the important case in Russia. Even for people that come to Russia only for studying you also must require all the legal documents to bring, if your document has some technical mistake, they will deport you in your home country. Students from Asia countries experience this issue and must deal with the Russia police.
